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PRESS RELEASE 

 
Arnall Golden Gregory and IP Partners  

Tucker Barr, Anuj Desai Recognized in 2021 WTR 1000  
 

ATLANTA – Arnall Golden Gregory is pleased to announce the inclusion of the firm’s Intellectual 
Property practices in World Trademark Review’s 2021 WTR 1000 for a second year. Partners  
J. Tucker Barr and Anuj Desai are again recognized as leading trademark practitioners.  
 
Tucker and Anuj are partners in AGG’s Intellectual Property practice, recognized in the guide as 
“an ideal fit both for mid-market companies and for larger entities with complex international 
portfolios. Arnall Golden Gregory operates cost-effectively across the trademark lifecycle, 
showcasing a deft touch on brand management, litigation and IP commercialization. The 
partners here delegate smartly, but don’t routinely push work down; they play a hands-on role to 
drive effective problem solving and successful outcomes.” 
 
Trademark protector and contract negotiator Tucker Barr is described as “a versatile 
practitioner who serves as a vital strategic ally to start-ups as they carve out strong brand 
identities, and to established companies as they protect their turf.” 
 
Anuj Desai, who also serves as Subcommittee Chair on the International Trademark 
Association’s (INTA) Alternative Dispute Resolution Committee, is lauded as “an IP partner with 
extensive litigation and transactional experience. He maintains close and longstanding 
relationships with clients, who consider him a trusted adviser.” 
 
WTR 1000 conducts research over several months and reviews submissions from around the 
world to determine which attorneys will receive recognition. Read the full description here. 
  
 
ABOUT ARNALL GOLDEN GREGORY LLP  
 
Arnall Golden Gregory (AGG) is an Am Law 200 law firm with offices in Atlanta and 
Washington, D.C.  Our client-service model is rooted in taking a “business sensibility” approach 
of fully understanding how our clients’ legal matters fit into their overall business objectives.  We 
provide industry knowledge, attention to detail, transparency and value to help businesses and 
individuals achieve their definition of success. Our transaction, litigation and regulatory 
counselors serve clients in healthcare, real estate, litigation and other dispute resolution, 
business transactions, fintech, global commerce, government investigations and logistics and 

mailto:kevin.duffy@agg.com
https://www.agg.com/Anuj-Desai/
https://www.agg.com/services/government-regulatory-and-tax-practice/intellectual-property-counseling/
https://www.worldtrademarkreview.com/directories/wtr1000/rankings/united-states-georgia
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transportation. With our rich experience and know-how, we don’t ask “if,” we figure out “how.” 
Visit us at www.agg.com. 
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